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a b s t r a c t
Future missions for space astronomy and solar research require innovative vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)
photodetectors. Present UV and VUV detectors exhibit serious limitations in performance, technology
complexity and lifetime stability. New developments of metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) solar-blind
photodetectors based on diamond, cubic boron nitride (c-BN), and wurtzite aluminium nitride (AlN) are
reported. In the wavelength range of interest, the characteristics of the MSM photodetectors present
extremely low dark current, high breakdown voltage, and good responsivity. Diamond, c-BN, and AlN MSM
photodetectors are sensitive and stable under UV irradiation. They show a 200 nm to 400 nm rejection ratio
of more than four orders of magnitude and demonstrate the advantages of wide band gap materials for VUV
radiation detection in space.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Among solar observations and UV astronomy, solar-blind photodetectors have a variety of potential applications in the ﬁelds of
automotive, military defense as well as in environmental and
biological research. For the next envisaged space missions ESA and
NASA planned to study the Sun, e. g., the Solar Orbiter, solar-blind
photodetectors capable of operating at high temperatures and in
harsh environments are a crucial ingredient.
A project called “Blind to Optical Light Detectors” (BOLD) [1] has
been set up involving international partners with the goal of
developing photodetectors using wide band gap materials (WBGM).
The development of innovative UV photodetectors has progressed
considerably during the last years [2–7]. However, they are still under
development and further improvements of their performance
characteristics are still needed. These are heavily dependent on the
quality of the materials, used as the sensitive substrate.
Recently, high-quality diamond, cubic boron nitride (c-BN) and
aluminium nitride (AlN) ﬁlms were successfully grown. In this work,
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we report on new metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetectors
based on these new emerging semiconductors. The electrical
characteristics (e. g., I–V curves) and the absolute radiometric
responsivities are reported.
2. Detector technology innovations
2.1. Motivation for utilizing a planar structure — MSM photodetectors
Various criteria require consideration when designing a UV
photodetector for space applications. These factors include, among
others, the optical wavelength of interest (here 10–122 nm), semiconductor material composition and thicknesses, detector geometrical
structure (device architecture), and electrode metal composition. For
UV detection applications, many different constructive designs have
been developed from single-pixel photodiode-type detectors, to
imaging arrays of micro-pixel structures [8–10].
For the purpose of VUV radiation detection, the penetration depth
1/α(λ) of diamond and AlN materials derived from [11–17] drops
drastically to extremely small values of the order of few nanometres.
As shown in Fig. 1, the photons are being absorbed in the ﬁrst atomic
layers, leading to carrier recombination in the upper surface layer and
consequently to a reduction of the sensitivity.
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2.2. Diamond MSM photoconductors

Fig. 1. Penetration depth versus wavelength in the range of 10 nm to 200 nm of diamond
and AlN materials derived from different references [11–17].

Hence, it can be readily understood that it is crucial to optimize the
photo-electron collection close to the surface with a planar conﬁguration of the electrodes. Among different design structures, the MSM
represents a simple, cost-effective photodetector design not only
related to performance but also to ease the fabrication process. The
MSM photodetector is built with coplanar structures, making their
production simpler than p-i-n or Schottky diodes consisting of
different layers with different doping constituents and concentrations.
Their main limitations include relatively larger dark current since a
bias is required that is nevertheless negligibly small for WBGM (see
Fig. 5), and moderate external quantum efﬁciency (EQE) due to
electrode shadowing, if they are not semi-transparent in the
wavelength range of interest. Dedicated corrective design can
however be foreseen [18].
Note that the reported diamond MSM photodetector has a
different mode of operation than the c-BN and AlN MSM photodiodes
since it is called a MSM photoconductor. The MSM photoconductor
consists of a piece of semiconductor with two ohmic contacts where a
potential difference is applied between them while the MSM
photodiode is essentially two Schottky barrier diodes back-to-back
fully depleted under sufﬁcient bias. MSM photoconductors are
different to MSM photodiodes in several important ways: current is
carried both by minority and majority carriers in the photoconductor
and the gain can be higher than unity depending primarily on the ratio
of the minority carrier lifetime to the majority carrier transit time.

Photodetectors based on diamond material have progressed only
very recently due to difﬁculties in producing the high-quality
thin ﬁlms with sufﬁciently low defects and concentrations of n-type
and p-type dopants [5].
In the frame, the PRoject for On-Board Autonomy 2 (PROBA2), the
ESA micro-mission conceived for the purpose of demonstrating new
technologies, has given the ﬁrst opportunity to advance the use of
innovative diamond detector technologies with the Large Yield
RAdiometer (LYRA) [19], which is a solar VUV radiometer that will
be launched in 2009 onboard PROBA-2. LYRA will be the ﬁrst space
assessment of the pioneering UV diamond detectors.
In this work, a new MSM device architecture to minimize
shadowing by electrodes and increase the homogeneity of the
diamond photodetectors is investigated. The reported device is
designated MSM24-r. The circular metal ﬁngers of the MSM24-r
structure is designed to 2 μm in width, with a spacing between the
contacts of 5 µm. Metallization of ohmics contacts is Ti/Pt/Au with
thicknesses of 20/10/200 nm, respectively. The electrodes supporting
the metal ﬁngers are 30 µm in width. The Fig. 2 shows a photograph of
the MSM24-r photodetector mounted inside its rectangular ceramic
package. Homoepitaxial growth procedure and fabrication steps are
detailed elsewhere [20,21]. The active area of the MSM24-r device has
a diameter of 4.6 mm on top of a 5 mm diameter diamond substrate
corresponding to an optical detection area of 16.6 mm2. Note that
there is a general need in solar missions for large size (Ø N 3 mm)
photodetectors. This requirement brings the fabrication of photodetectors to a high level of complexity due to the homogeneity
requirements on the large surfaces materials (roughness, defects). The
large-size diamond photodetector demonstrates an added value
relative to the state-of-the-art where typical areas of UV detectors
are usually below 1 mm2.
2.3. c-BN MSM photodiodes
Cubic boron nitride (c-BN) ﬁlms were deposited on diamondcoated silicon substrates in an electron-cyclotron-resonance microwave plasma CVD system using a He-Ar-N2-BF3-H2 gas mixture. The
experimental details and the high crystallinity of the c-BN ﬁlms
deposited are reported elsewhere [22–25]. In this work, 1 µm thick
c-BN ﬁlms were grown on the 4 µm thick diamond interlayer (see
Fig. 3). The previous studies indicate that c-BN ﬁlms grew directly on
diamond surfaces without a soft and humidity-sensitive non-cubic
BN phase. As a result, the adhesion of c-BN ﬁlms was improved
signiﬁcantly. Comprehensive characterization also illustrates that
the c-BN ﬁlms deposited by this method are in a polycrystalline
columnar structure and have a high crystallinity and cubic phase

Fig. 2. Photographs of the new diamond MSM24-r photodetector mounted in a ceramic housing (close-up view on the right-hand side).
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Fig. 3. SEM image of the cross-sectional morphology of the c-BN/diamond composite ﬁlm (a) and enlarged SEM view showing the circular interdigitated electrodes at the central
region (b).

purity [23,24]. The MSM photodiodes were fabricated by depositing
patterned Mo/Au (40 nm/300 nm) electrodes on the c-BN surface
using electron beam deposition. After deposition, the samples are
annealed at 400 °C for 15 min in an N2 atmosphere to improve
the stability of Schottky electrode contacts. The diameter of the
devices varies from 1 mm to 3 mm. The ﬁnger width is 2 µm, and the
inter-spacing between contact pads is 5 µm (same circular design as
the diamond MSM24-r photodetector) with an electrode ﬁll factor
(metal/c-BN area ratio) of less than 0.33.
2.4. AlN MSM photodiodes
The aluminium nitride (AIN) MSM photodiodes are based on
1.5 μm thick AlN epilayers grown on sapphire substrates using metal
organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). The Fig. 4(a) shows
schematically the device layer structure. Heteroepitaxial growth
procedure details are given elsewhere [26]. The quality of the AlN
epilayers can be found from [27,28] including very narrow line widths
of X-ray diffraction (002) and (102) peaks with a dislocation densities
of typically 5 × 109 cm−2. Three AlN MSM samples were connected
together in parallel to form a larger device, resulting in an active area
of 3 × (0.1 × 0.08) mm2. The linear interdigitated ﬁngers for Schottky
contacts are designed to 2 μm in width, with 4 µm spacing between
the contacts. Contacts are made by metallization of Pt/Au with
thicknesses of 10 nm and 200 nm, respectively, followed by thermal
annealing at a temperature of approximately 800 °C. Recently, AlN
Schottky diodes and AlN avalanche photodetectors have been
demonstrated by the same research group [29,30].

3. Experimental setup
The optical measurements were carried out using a collimated and
tuneable monochromatic light beam provided by a 100 W deuterium
light source combined with a double monochromator. We could
obtain the relative spectral response function between 175 nm and
400 nm, but also check the rejection ratio and the stability of the
signal at different bias voltages. The spectral resolution can be as low
as 0.1 nm but typically it was 0.5 nm to 1 nm. The beam from the
deuterium lamp naturally diverges. It was collimated by the arrangement of condenser, pinhole and lenses which also improved the
resulting beam homogeneity. Absolute calibration could be accomplished using calibrated silicon photodiodes (AXUV diodes from IRD
Inc., USA) used as detectors for the spectrometers. Individual
measurements were repeated to check stability and reproducibility.
During the measurements, the beam stability was constantly
monitored by alternating measurements of the sample and the
reference diode.
In the VUV range (40 nm to 240 nm), a synchrotron radiation
campaign was carried out at the normal incidence (NI) beamline of
the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) laboratory at the
storage ring Berliner Elektronenspeichering-Gesellschaft für Synchrotronstrahlung (BESSY II). Details of the description of the PTB/BESSY II
measuring stations can be found in [31,32]. The detector calibration
facility provides a synchrotron beam, monochromatized by a NI
monochromator with a spectral resolution of about 1% of the
wavelength. To cover a wide spectral range from 40 nm to 240 nm,
different ﬁlters and beamline mirrors are used to suppress higher

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the AlN device layer structure (a) and photograph of the AlN MSM photodiode mounted inside the manipulation stages holder together with the
silicon reference photodiode at PTB-BESSY II synchrotron radiation beamline (b).
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Fig. 5. Dark current density versus voltage characteristics of the diamond MSM24-r, c-BN,
and AlN MSM photodetectors at room temperature between −6 V and +6 V. The inset
shows a large view of the dark current density between −40 V and +40 V.

order contributions to the selected bandwidth. The detector calibration chamber at the end of the beamline is an ultrahigh vacuum
chamber with manipulation stages permitting to raster the sample
area and to toggle between test and reference detectors as shown in
Fig. 4(b). The spot size of the beam at the location of the samples is
approximately 1 × 2 mm2, depending slightly on the chosen wavelength. The radiometric uncertainty of the measurements is estimated
to be better than a few percent in absolute terms.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Electrical measurements
The current density-voltage (I–V) curves were measured at room
temperature and under N2 atmosphere. It must be noted that special
care should be taken to keep the MSM detectors in a dry and inert
environment to avoid water surface contamination and therefore an
increase of the dark current. The goal of these measurements is not to
compare the devices, since their electro-optical characteristics depend
signiﬁcantly on the surface properties of the active layer, on the
applied voltage and on the geometrical design (width and distance
between electrodes). Note also that the diamond MSM photodetector,
as a photoconductor, has a different mode of operation. Thus we
report only brieﬂy these measurements here, which are depicted in
Fig. 5.
The diamond MSM24-r photodetector shows a small dark current
of 1.1 pA at + 5 V bias (0.4 pA before wire bonding) with ohmic Ti/Pt/
Au contacts. The I–V characteristic of the c-BN-based MSM photodiode
reveals a Schottky contact between the Mo/Au electrodes and c-BN
ﬁlms. The device exhibits a low dark current of about 1.2 pA to – 1.4 pA
at a bias voltage of +/− 30 V (160–190 pA/cm2), respectively. For AlN
MSM photodetectors, the I–V characteristic shows a negligibly small
dark current of 13 fA at +/− 30 V (i.e.~ 56 pA/cm2). The measured
signal was stable over a wide temporal range.
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As seen in Fig. 6, the EQE of the MSM detectors show the band
edges around 225 nm, 203 nm and 193 nm for the diamond, AlN and
c-BN detectors, respectively.
For the diamond MSM24-r photodetector, the responsivity has a
maximum of 48 mA/W at 210 nm with corresponding EQE of 28%. It
displays a rejection ratio between 210 nm and 400 nm of more than
four orders of magnitude (1.6 104). The VUV measurement shows that
MSM24-r photodetector sensitivity decreases rapidly towards 130 nm
by a factor of 20 which is probably due to a combination of surface
recombination, photoemission losses [6,33] and the abrupt drop of the
diamond penetration depth (cf. Fig. 1). The responsivity starts to
increase slowly from 130 nm to 75 nm by a factor of 3 and becomes
almost constant at higher photon energies which is related to an
increase of the number of electron-hole (e–h) pairs created per
absorbed photon.
The AlN MSM photodetector shows a rejection ratio between
200 nm and 360 nm of more than four orders of magnitude (1.15 104).
Over the wavelength range of 170 nm to 200 nm, the photoresponse is
constant, in contrast to the diamond MSM24-r photodetector, but
with a lower responsivity of approximately 4.5 mA/W at a bias voltage
of + 30 V. Then the photoresponse increases (depending on the
polarity of the applied voltage) due mainly to the photoemission
current contribution [18]. The photo-emitted electrons are pulled back
to the device due to the high positive voltage of + 30 V applied. Thus,
it is recommended biasing the electrical circuit to energies higher than
the maximum kinetic energy that the electron can acquire after
leaving the surface i.e. the photon energy minus the material's work
function. At around 115 nm, the photoresponse reaches a maximum
responsivity of 28 mA/W (with a corresponding EQE of 30%). Then, it
decreases until 80 nm. This value is still close to the ionization
threshold of almost any material meaning that the absorption is high
with the generation of a high number of electrons close to the surface.
Between 60 nm and 80 nm, the responsivity is nearly constant with a
photoresponse of 8.4 mA/W. For wavelengths shorter than 60 nm, the
responsivity starts to increase, related again to secondary ionisations.
For AlN, the energy to create an electron-hole pair is predicted to be at
λC = 66 nm, corresponding to 18.8 eV [34] (13 eV for diamond [35]).
The maximum photoresponse of the c-BN MSM photodiode was
observed at 180 nm with 21 mA/W at +30 V bias. The cut-off
wavelength of the device is around 193 nm (6.42 eV) corresponding to

4.2. Absolute spectral responsivity
The absolute spectral responsivity curves and more precisely the
EQE of the MSM photodetectors are shown in Fig. 6. For clarity, the
estimated error bars to the data points are not plotted. When
synchrotron measurements are possible, the data measured on a
relative scale (from 175 nm–400 nm) are matched to the absolute data
from PTB/BESSY II (40 nm–240 nm).

Fig. 6. External quantum efﬁciencies (EQE) of the diamond MSM24-r photodetector at
5 V bias, of the c-BN MSM photodiode at + 30 V bias (in the range between 175 nm and
250 nm), and of the AlN MSM photodiode at + 30 V bias, in the wavelength range
between 40 nm and 360 nm. The inset shows the corresponding absolute spectral
responsivity in the same wavelength range.
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Table 1
Derived results for the WBGM MSM photodetectors.
Bold label

Parameters/applied bias

Max. response (mA/W)

Cut-off (nm)

Rejection ratio max response /280 nm

Diamond MSM24-r
AlN MSM
cBN MSM

s5w2/ + 5 V
s4w2/ + 30 V
s5w2/ + 30 V

48 (210 nm)
4.5 (190 nm)
21.2 (180 nm)

225 (5.5 eV)
203 (6.1 eV)
193 (6.42 eV)

5 103
2.5 103
1.05 104

s, w: space and width of the interdigitated ﬁngers.

the shortest value achieved for semiconductor detectors so far and
agreeing well with the bandgap of the bulk c-BN [36,37]. The rejection
ratio between 180 nm and 250 nm (noise limited) is around four
orders of magnitude (1.05 104). The responsivity of the c-BN MSM
photodiode was not yet measured in the VUV range but a synchrotron
calibration campaign is planned in the future.
Table 1 reports the maximum responsivity of the MSM devices, as
well as their threshold energies and their UV (280 nm) rejection ratio.
Note that the UV rejection is measured as the ratio of the
photoresponse and not of the EQE. Since EQE is wavelength
dependent, it leads to an increased rejection value.
Further tests on the MSM photodetectors were performed (but not
reported here), the signal stability, the linearity with photon ﬂux, and
the homogeneity of the response over the whole surface (raster scan)
were measured. In the wavelength range of interest, the MSM
photodetectors based on diamond, AlN and c-BN have proven to be
stable on a wide temporal range, linear (at least over three orders of
magnitude), and homogenous.
5. Conclusions
By their nature, diamond, AlN and c-BN semiconductors are the
primary choice of photosensitive materials for VUV photon detection.
They present ﬁgure of merit that is several orders of magnitude higher
compared to silicon semiconductors, since they provide high radiation
hardness, low dark signal at room temperature, solar-blindness, and
chemical as well as thermal stability. The purpose of this work was to
demonstrate the suitability of the new WBGM MSM photodetectors
for solar observations on space missions, in order to have a solid
detector baseline for VUV radiometers and imaging telescopes.
The MSM photodetectors based on diamond, AlN and c-BN were
characterized in the NUV to the VUV range when possible. A sharp cutoff wavelength was observed at around 225, 203 and 193 nm
corresponding to the bandgap energies of the diamond, AlN and c-BN
bulk materials, respectively. In the wavelength range of interest, the
detectors show extremely low dark current, high stability and good
sensitivity. The rejection ratios between the maximum and the 280 nm
response were measured to be better than 3 to 4 orders of magnitude.
Although these MSM devices proved their general suitability for
space applications, diamond, BN and AlN must still be acknowledged
as relying on new/emerging technology. Further improvements of
their performance characteristics are still needed and can be
anticipated. Other different design approaches to improve the
responsivity of MSM photodetectors are investigated such as size
reduction towards submicron contact ﬁngers, semi-transparent
electrodes, and/or asymmetric electrodes. All these solutions can
provide better detector characteristics in terms of dark current, UV/
visible contrast ratio, linearity, and VUV responsivity. We expect
advantages by operating the MSM photodetectors at high positive bias
voltages maximizing the output signal but also reducing the electron
escape probability in the VUV range.
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